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w ITH OUT doubt in 

its ability to per

form its contracts, with 

perfect assurance of the 

equity, excellence and 

value of its proposal 

to investors, with su 

preme confidence that its mission is one of 

good and lasting benefit to those who avail 

themselves of its services, the Consoli

dated Ubero Plantations Company invites 

public judgment as to the worth, meri~ 

aud safety of its investment proposition. 



HE Republic of Mexico slum
bered from the period of its 
formation until about twenty 
years ago, and her awakening 
to a realization of her oppor
tunities has been hastened by 
many events of world-wide im
portance. 

In December, 1894, when the . 
growing of fruit was at its height 
in Florida and California, and 
their groves supplied many of 
the fruit markets of the United 

States, the sudden and unexpected frosts throughout 
the country de,·astated thousands of acres of fruit 
trees, and growers were in a few hours reduced to 
poverty. 

When the full extent of the destruction was real
ized, and when new trees, planted in an endeavor 
to rebuild their fortunes, were destroyed by frosts 
again and again, it became evident that the enor
mous quantity of fruit used in the American markets 
each year, must be grown elsewhere. The eyes of 
growers and investors were then turned to Mexico 
the only other region on this Continent favorable to th~ 
growth of tropical fruits. 

Then for the first time it was realized not only 
that oranges, grape-fruit, lemons and limes would 
grow much more rapidly in Mexico, but that the 
Isthmus of Teh uantepec possessed many ad vantages 
not to be found in any other country in the world. 
The soil was so rich that no fertilization was re
quired, whereas i_n the Northern States no crops 
could be grown without costly fertilizers being ap-

• I plied to the ground at least twice a year; the rain
fall was so great and so well distributed as to do 
away with the necessity for irrigation ; these advan
t~ges, together with the absolute immunity from frosts, con
vinced the seekers that on the Isthmus of Tehuantepec they 
had found the ideal home for the citrus fruit. 

With all these natural advantages common to this 
locality, the Consolidated Ubero Plantations Com
pany has the additional benefit of t ransportat ion 
facilities unequaled by any other company in Mexico. 
The Tehuantepec National Railroad passes through 
and has a station on our property. The Mason rail
road, which will be completed within a few months 
will give our managers a ~ ' 
choice of routes to the ~f 
markets of the world. , ; ' 

The Consolidated Ubero ' 
1 

·• 

Plantations Company w i 11 " 
devote I ,ooo acres of its 
land to the cultivation of 
oranges, 1 em on s, limes, 
grape and other citrus fruits, 
and in selecting these fruits 
we have carefully consulted 
the interests of investors, by giving each variety 
due consideration, to the end that when the trees 
reach the bearing age, they will, in the largest 
measure, yield profitable returns. 

The Isthmus fruits have proven superior to any 
variety known, and although the amount to be ob
tained is comparatively small, they are the most 
eagerly sought after and command the highest 
prices. The climate of Ubero, with a soil peculiarly 
adapted to citrus growths, with long periods of warmth 
and sunshine, concentrates the juices and udds an aromatic 
flavor not to be found in the fruits of any other country. 



During the past few years the grape-fruit has 
steadily wo11 its way in Northern markets, and there 
is no immediate prospect of the demand being satisfied. 
The call for it is constantly on the increase, while 
the area suitable for its cultivation is limited. 

The grape-fruit is much more susceptible to cold 
than any other member of the citrus family, and 
therefore the United States has cea~d almost entirely to 
be a producer of chis oa/uab/e product. The adaptability 
of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec for the cultivation of 
grape-fruit is by no means new to this Company; the 
undertaking has been contemplated by us for a num
ber of years, and time has only served to more thor
oughly convinc~ us that eoery condition is faoorable 
for its success. 

Many scientific men who have been sent to in
vestigate conditions on the Isthmus have found or
ange, lemon, lime and grape-fruit trees growiug on 
high land, on lowland and in the midst of the dense 
forests. The fruit is really equal to the Florida cul
tivated specimens, and it has been stated in the re
ports of many that there is no other country in the 
world where these trees would live and thrive with 
so little attention as on the Isthmus. 

The margin of profit in the cultivation of this 
fruit is very great, even in countries where it is at
tended with much expense, where inigation and 
fertilization are necessary, and where entire crops 
are often destroyed by frosts, How much this 
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profit can be increased by careful attention to the 
requirements of the tree, in a country whose soil 
and climate have produced a wild fruit equal to 
cultivated specimens of other count r i es, is a 
matter which time alone can demonstrate, but it is 
certainly safe to assume that a higher grade of 
fruit can be grown, which will naturally bring bet
ter prices. 

The grape-fruit tree can be propagated either from 
the seed or by budding. The Consolidated Ubero 
Plantations Company has set out 20,000 trees budded 

LOADING FRUIT AT UBERO. 

on to the "Florida Rough Lemon," which is the 
finest and heaviest bearing stock known. Other 
varieties are the" Common Florida,"" March Seed
less," and "Pernambuco." 

The tr~es are set out about 30 feet apart each way, 
after which they require the same cultivation as the 
orange tree, which consists of ploughing once or 
~ice a year, and occasional pruning, to keep the tree 
1n proper shape. The trees may either be headed 
low, that is, the tops cut off about eight feet high, 
to make a low, wide-spreading, bushy tree, or they 
may be allowed to gr9w naturally, in which case 

they may become trees which will run from 20 to 30 
feet high. There are several advantages in having 
the low tree : they can be planted closer together, 
and the fruit is easier to pick. Ladders from 20 to 
30 feet high are required for the high trees, and 
must be moved from tree to tree, thus causing extra 
labor, and the fruit is liable to be bruised in falling. 
The low trees, having less bearing surface, the crop 
does not seem so heavy, but as they can be planted 
closer together than the others, the average yield is 
about the same. 

The leaf of the grape-fruittree isa dark green,ovate 
shape, and besides the leaf proper, there is what is 
called an" apron," or secondary leaf; it is larger, 
and a much darker green than the leaf of the orange. 

The trees bloom in February, the flowers staying 
on from two to three weeks, and are very beautiful. 
In the case of the orange-tree, there are ordinarily 
two or three oranges on one stem, but there are 
sometimes 18 to21 grape-fruit in one cluster. Often 
the trees have to be propped up with poles, to 
keep the branches from breaking beneath the weight 
of the fruit. Being larger than any other citrus 
fruit, the grape-fruit is slower in ripening, but is 
ready to pick in October; the trees will bear some 
fruit the second year, but the first good crop may be 
looked for the third year from budding, after 1ohich the 
yield increases greatly, until, when the tree is 12 years old 
the aoerage yield is 10 to 12 boxes per tree. 

There is always a ready market for all the grape
fruit that can be grown, and good fruit will bring $4 
to $5 per box on the plantation, while by shipping 
our fruit North, we will probably realize a much 
higher price than this. There have been some years 
in Florida when growers have received $18 per box 
for their crops, on the tree. Figuring the fruit at 
only $2 per box, and only two boxes to the tree, the 



yearly return from these 35,000 trees, will be 
f,140,000, or, when the proposition is closed out in 
1912, the total amount received from this grove will 
have been J98o,ooo. 

In one of his recent letters Mr. M. E. Gillett, an 
expert horticulturist of Tampa, Florida, who has de
voted twenty-five years to the study of citrus growths, 
said: "If you (The Consolidated Ubero Plantations 
Company) never get more than f,2 per box for your 
grape-fruit raised on the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, it 
will be better than a gold mine." 

There is a great scarcity of grape-fruit in all of the 
Northern markets, and there cannot be enough of 
the fruit grown to meet the demand for many years. 
We believe that the setting out of these 35,000 trees 
will be the nucleus of a great industry for Southern 
Mexico. No country in the world can raise such 
fine varieties of fruit. As soon as our trees begin to 
bear, we can command the highest prices for our 
crops, and the returns to the stock and bond holders of 
our Company from grape-fruit grooes alone, will make the 
inoestment an exceedingly oaluable one. 

• 

., 
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Of all the fruit trees of earth, it is probably true 
that the orange possesses the greatest interest. Not 
only does it produce a fruit which is conceded to be 
the most luscious known to the horticultural world, 
but the tree itself is a never-/ ailing source of income 
to its owner. Just what the average bearing life of 
the orange-tree is, has always been a matter of con
jecture, but there are authentic records of trees in 
different parts of the world which have reached an 
enormous age, still bearing heavy crops of fruit each 
year. While many of these cases may be exceptions, 
it is certainly a fact that no owner of an orange grove 
at the present time, if he gives his property the very 
modest attention it requires, will live to see his in
come lessened through any default in his trees. 

We have always known that there existed an 
opportunity for great profit from the cultivation of 
the orange on the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. There 
are many trees on our properties which have grown 
up in the midst of a tropical forest too dense for the 
sun to penetrate, and which are entirely overhung 
with creeping vines, yet the fruit produced by these 
trees has been pronounced by erperts to be equal to the 
Florida orange, upon which the care and attention of 
years has been laoished. 

Previous to 1894 Florida and California produced 
almost all of the American fruit found in the markets 
of the United States; but since that time the production 
of fruit from these states has fallen off so greatly, that 
an ertra importation of foreign fruit has been the only 
remedy. There is no reason why this vast amount of 
money which goes to enrich the foreign growers 
should not be paid for Mexican fruit instead. 



~~ 
Many planters do not realize the importance of 

good, thrifty, heavy-bearing stock at the outset, but 
it is the all-important feature which involves the 
success or failure of the grove. We are purchasing 
our fine varieties of nursery stock in Florida from a 
successful horticulturist of long-established reputa
tion, as by so doing we get the benefit of twenty-five 
to thirty years of experience, and the best that the 
once most wonderful orange country in the world 
can produce. These are budded on to our native 
wild orange, as experience has prooen beyond all ques
tion that trees which are treated in this way, surpass any 
known oariety, in quality and yield of fruit. 

After the selection of ground for the grove has 

TEHUANTEPEC NATIONAL RAlLROAD TRACKS. 

been made, it must be prepared for the trees by 
ploughing, etc. The trees should then be set out 
twenty to thirty feet apart, after which they require 
only the ordinary cultivation, namely, ploughing 
once or twice a year. The trees must be kept free 
from water sprouts; dead or diseased limbs must be 
<:ut away, taking a portion of the live wood with 
them; the branches should never be allowed to 
become matted so that the trunk of the tree is in
visible, but must be kept open from the beginning 

• 
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so that the sun and wind may penetrate every part, 
The healthiest, most vigorous and heaviest bearing trees 
are those which have been so pruned that the lower 
branches, when laden with fruit, just escape or barely 
touch the ground. 

The oranges begin to ripen late in August or early 
in September; as soon as the skin begins to turn 
yellow, the trees should be carefully examined every 
few days and fruit which is specked or shows any 
signs of decay should be picked, together with all 
ripe fruit, leaving ¼ to ¼ of an inch of stem on each 
orange. After the fruit has been gathered in baskets 
or boxes, care having been taken not to bruise the 
skins, the fruit should be spread upon wooden 
shelves in a well ventilated room and allowed to 
remain from four to six days, after which the grades 
should be sorted and the fruit wrapped in paper 
before being packed. 

Men who have had years of practical and scientific 
experience in orange culture will have the care of the 
young trees of The Consolidated Ubero Plantations 
Company, and every modern method will be utilized 
to bring them to the bearing age in the most success
ful and economical manner. We are growing only 
oarieties which will come in at a time to take advan
tage of the early and late markets, at seasons when 
they will be absolutely alone on the markets, and as 
we will grow only the finest fruits , will thus be able 
to command corresponding prices. 

The regular Mexican orange season comes in Sep
tember to December, thus fitting in nicely between 
that of other countries, and making the market abso
lute and without competition. The Florida grower 
must pick his crop early or it will freeze. Some
times it is put into cold storage, but it decays so 
quickly on being taken out, that storage fruit brings 
but little when fresh cut shipments are on the market. 
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In submitting our orange proposition for consid

eration, we desire to present the following facts con
cerning conditions on the Isthmus of Tehuantepec . 

(1). We have no frosts, the temperature never 
falling below 56 degrees Fahrenheit. 

( 2). We have no known diseases of the tree or 
fruit. 

(3). Our soil is rich beyond description in decom
posed vegetable matter, rendering fertilization wholly 
unnecessary. 

(4). The rainfall on the Isthmus is 114 inches, 
well distributed throughont the year, making irriga
tion unnecessary. 

( 5) . Our orange is of good flavor and quite sweet 
when green on the tree. All unripe oranges from 
Florida, California and other countries, are sour. 

(6). Our fruit matures in September and October, 
months when our product will be without a rival in 
the United States markets, and when prices are the high
est of the year. 

(7). We have direct transportation facilities, being 
able to load our fruit on trains of the Tehuantepec 
National Railroad every day, and fruit shipped by us 
in the morning, can be well on its way North, the 
same night. 

(8). We can manufacture our packing bores from 
available lumber on the property, at slight cost. 

(9). There is an abundance of good and cheap 
labor at f orty-'j.ve cents ( 45) per day, to pick the 
fruit. 

We would request the reader to kindly compare 
the facts stated above with conditions existing in 
California, where it is absolutely necessary to irri
gate ; where expensive fertilization must be used ; 
where labor costs from $1.50 to $2.00 per day during 
the picking season, and to which must be added the 
cost of freight at an average of 90 cents per box to 

, 



lay the fruit down in the central and eastern markets. 
1 In spite of all these disadoantages, howeoer, it is a well- 1 

known fact that the California growers are making hand-
some profits. 

1 The average selling price of oranges during the 
past ten years in the markets of the united States in 
September and October, has been $4.50 to $5.00 per 
box. Figuring the fruit at only $2 per box and only 
two boxes to the tree, the yearly return from these 
35,oootrees will be $140,000, or, when the proposition 
is closed out in 1912, the total amount received from 
this grove will be $9So1000. 

' t 

'
1 A FIELD OF DIVIDEND PAYERS. ' 1 



The remarks in the preceding pages concerning 
oranges will apply to lemons, with but few modifi
cations. One of the principal differences is in the 
pruning. As has been stated, the orange tree will 
admit of considerable lopping of its branches and 
with benefit, but the lemon resents any such inter
ference. When any of the limbs are dead, their 
removal is, of course, a necessity ; but a single cut
ting of the lemon tree, particularly of the lower 
branches, which nature intencled as a shelter from 
the sun and wind, will not only hinder the growth 
of the tree from one to two years, but will perma
nently impair its vigor and health. 

Instead of being obliged to depend entirely upon 
the virtues of nursery stock, which often suffers 
from shipment, transplanting, difference in cli
mate, etc. The Consolidated Ubero Plantations 
Company, by budding the best known specimens of 
Florida on to the native Isthmus lemon, produces a 
tree, the fruit of which represents the finest product of 
Florida's twenty-fioe years of experience with the fruit, 
combined with the many good qualities of the wild lemon 
of rhe Isthmus of Tehuantepec, which has been pronounced 
its equal. 

,ve will lay the foundation of our lemon industry 
by setting out 15,0CXl trees budded in this manner. 
The tree must be budded and cared for in exactly 
the same manner as the orange; after the proper lo
cation and soil have been selected for the grove, and 
the same cul ti vat ion given it ( except in the matter 

• 



~~ 
of pruning), until the fruit is ready to be picked, 
which is in September and October, about the same 
as the orange season. 

Lemon culture in the United States has ceased 
almost entirely since the freeze of 1894, and the 
reasons for this are (among others) I. The scarcity 
of lands suitable for its cultivation; and 2. A totally 
mistaken idea as to the kind of lemon required by 
the markets. 

For years, in Florida, growers wasted their time 
and energy in trying to make their trees bear lemons 
that would weigh from a half to two pounds and a 
half; and there is recorded a lemon which was ex
hibited at a state fair in Florida, weighing over two 
and one-half pounds. While lemons of this size do 
very well for exhibition purposes, from a commer
cial standpoint they are valueless. The hotel
keeper cannot use them, for when sliced they will 
not go into his glasses; the rind is too bitter and 
coarse for the confectioners, and the juice is very 
scarce ; they are too large for one, and not enough 
for two, in the private family. In fact, these im
mense lemons are abnormal, and cannot be used for 
any practical purpose. Yet a short time ago, each 
Florida grower was trying to outstrip his neighbor 
in the size of the lemons raised. Very large lemons 
are rough-skinned and bitter, hollow-centered and 
pulpy. A lemon weighing. when ready for use, two and 
one-half to three ounces, with a smooth yellow rind, free 
from bitterness, is the lemon which finds the best market 
and will always bring the highest prices. 

There can no longer be any doubt that the enor
mous number of lemons used each year in the United 
States, must be grown in some other country. Of 
course a large quantity of this fruit is imported from 
the Mediterranean region, but the lemons grown in 
tllat country must be picked very green in order to 

• 
reach this country and our markets in a saleable 
condition, and in consequence are never so finely 
flavored, nor of so good an appearance as the Mex
ican lemon 

It is the opinion of many prominent horticulturists 
that the Isthmus of Tehuantepec will soon become 
the center of an ever increasing industry in citrus 
f~its and that a large percentage of the oranges, 
limes, lemons, etc., used in the United States each 
year, and now grown in the West Indies and 

THE ISTHMUS FRUIT RIPENS AND IS READ\' 

FOR MARKET AT LEAST A MONTH EARLIER 

THAN THAT OF ANY OTHER COUNTRY. 

European countries, will be imported from Merico 
inst~ad. It ~sgraduall~ being realized that anything 
which requires a tropical climate can be grown to 
absolute perfection on the Isthmus. The soil re
quires no fertilization or irrigation,- no known 
diseases of the tree or fruit exist, and trees which 
will not bear the third or fourth_ year in Florida and 



"FR'L"IT PJCKED IN THE MORNING CAN BE WELL ON 

ITS WAY NORTH THE SAM E NIGHT." 

California, will always yield the second year in the 
Isthmus country. 

Lemons are now a necessity. They bear quickly, 
yield enormously, and pay well, even extravagantly. 
On account of the frosts of California and Florida, 
the United States can no longer raise them ; this is an 
opportunity which we do not intend to neglect. 

The trees will bear a few lemons the second year, 
but a crop of 2,000 when the tree is three years old, 
may be looked for, and this yield rapidly increases 
until sometimes 4,000 to 6,000 lemons are taken from 
a single tree at the age of ten or twelve years. Tak
ing an average of 2,000 each, this grove of 15,000 

trees will y·ield an annual crop of 30,000,000 lemons ; 
packing these 300 to a box, we have 100,000 bqxes, 
which, if sold at f,2 per box, would net us annually 
$200,000. Or, in 1912, at the close of the proposi
tion, the total income received from these lemon
trees during the seven years they have been bearing 
will be $1,400,000. ' 



After the lemon, the lime ranks next in the cele
brated citrus family, and the day is not far distant 
when it will take its place as the full equal of the 
lemon. Wherever the lime is introduced it is re
ceived with a very hea\-ty welcome, as its taste is 
generally preferred to that of the lemon, and it con
tains a larger quantity of juice in proportion to its 
size. Dealers prefer it because of its convenient 
size, and its uses for culinary purposes are manifold. 

The lime which is found growing throughout 
Florida and Southern California, and known as the 
"Florida lime," is in reality the Mexican lime, from 
which country it was originally obtained. This 
fruit will amply repay the grower for its culture, as 
it is a very abundant bearer, and will bring him a 
return for his labor more quickly than any of the 
other citrus fruits. 

In the United States there are practically no 
limes grown, as it is the most tender of the citrus 
fruits, and cannot stand the frosts. Growers who 
raised small crops previous to the freeze, claim that 
they do not ship well, and that the prices to be ob
tained for the fruit are very low as compared with 
those paid for oranges and lemons. 

As frosts are never known in Southern Mexico, 
and as the Isthmus of Tehuantepec is the natural 
home of the lime, there is no such barrier to its cul
tivation there on a large scale, and it is one of the 
latent industries which will soon be given consider
able attention. The Consolidated Ubero Plantations 

Company is setting out a grove of 15,<XX> lime-trees, 
and they will receive the constant care of our horti
culturists. 

The limes produced by the wild trees on our prop
erties are fully equal to those to be found in the 
Northern markets at the present time, and fruit 
taken from trees which have been carefully tended 
and pruned have in every case shown that if the 
trees are properly budded and cared for, it is pos
sible to surpass the fruit of eoery other c:ountry in the 
world. 

A LIME PICKER. 

As to the objection that limes do not ship well, ex
perience and investigation have proven absolutely 
that this is the fault of the grower. The reports of 
the sellers have been almost unanimous that the 
trouble arises from the careless and unskilful curing 
and packing of the fruit. Limes which are allowed 
to remain on the trees until ripe and then picked 
and shipped immediately, will always arrive at the 
market unfit for use. 

The lime requires almost precisely the same treat-



uREADY FOR MARKET." 

~~iME~~~~ l~~~&,~<11-.,~~lt~~ 
ment in gathering, curing and packing, as the 
lemon ; it should be picked when only a quarter or 
half ripe, sprt:ad upon drying shelves and allowed 
to remain until cured, then carefully examined to 
separate the grades before packing in the same man
ner as the lemon. Mezican planters who haoe followed 
this course haoe received ezcellent accounts of sales, to
gether with orders for more fruit than they could possibly 
supply. 

The Isthmus fruit reaches its marvellous perfec
tion because it enjoys such a long period of unre
stricted sunshine, which perfects the fruit and 
enables the grower to harvest it under the best possible 
conditions with beauty and quality which challenge com
parison with fruit which is cured under the most elaborate 
and ezpensive developing processes. 

The condition of the market at the present time in 
regard to limes is very peculiar. The extent of 
country suitable for their growth, and where all the 
conditions are. favorable for their successful cultiva
tion is very limited. On the other hand, the lime is 
one of the most eagerly sought after of the tropical 
products, and eoen the poorest grades sell readily on 
account of their scarcity. 

No one individual or small company of individuals 
could take advantage of this situation and turn it to 
good account for their benefit, as the cost of estab
lishing a plantation, the employment of experts for 
the care of the trees and all the unforeseen incidental 
expenses, together with the great difficulties to be 
encountered by inexperienced management, make 
it too great an undertaking for the individual in
vestor. 

Therefore, The Consolidated Ubero Plantations 
Company with sufficieut capital and unequalled fa
cilities, is fully equipped to establish an industry in 
limes on the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, and by plac-
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